DCIING RESEARCH WITH SMALL TELESCOPES:

FrequencyAnalysis of Multiperiodic 6 Scuti Stars
E. PORETI, Ossen/atosbAstmomico di Brera, Milano, Italy
L. MANTEGAZZ9, Universitit di Pavia, Italy
I.A PreliminaryApproach to the
Problem
b Scuti variables (hereafter DSCT variables, following the G~?neralCats1ogue
of Van'abie Stars notation) are a numerous class of pulsating stars loated in
the lower region of the instability strtp;
they are Pop. I, A-F main-sequence or
giant stars and they are now clearly
separated from the Pap. II objects, currently named SX Phe stars, The prmence of many non-radial modes simultaneously excited in some of these stars
renders them very interesting from the
point of vhw of asteroseisrnology, making possible in prjnciple to resolve their
internal structure. Mareover, most of
them have very high apparent lurninoshies and the task of obtaining the
needed data can be achieved in a very
economic way by uslng small-size talescopes. En spite of this, Kurh: (1888)
emphasized that multimods DSCT pulsators for which a successful frequency
analysis is available are very few and
restricted to high amplitude cases (AC
And, VZ Cnc, 1 Mon, h Sct, Al Vet) with
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the only exception of the smell m- tions are KU Cen (Porettf et a!., 1990)
plitudecase of tp Tau; his recornmencia- and V974 Oph (Poretti and Antonello,
tion was "to obtain complete frequency 1988). Fourier &composition of highsolutions for as many rnultimade pub amplitude DSCT stars opened some insators as possiblen. me main mason for terestlng questions about further subthis difficulty is the complex mixture of division of their photometricf a r e s , as
radial and non-radial modes often ob- for example the exisfence of a subclass
sewed in this class of variable stars: we characterized by light curves with a dewill meet cases for which six periods are scending branch steeper than the asnot sufficient to solve the light curve. cending one. Morwv8r, the multimode
Moreover, ths!problem of the stability of W r e of V974 Oph became evident
the mode amplitu$es was recently re- only after a second 7-day observing nm
viewed with the analyses d datasets at the 1-m telescope, but on that occasion we could not obtain a satisfactory
spanning several.observing seasons,
At Merate Observatory, the study of soIution because of a bad spectral winDSCT stars began in the sixties and dow, Indeed, the light c w e of this star
spectroscopic and photomstric cam- is ac3ually much more complicated than
paigns were continuously undertaken In that described in the preliminary andyo r d to
~ clarify the controversial points. $is (Poretti and Antomllo, 1988). ThL
As an obvious extendon of the re- case showed us that a rnultimodaputsasearch, the obsmation d DSCT stars tion is also present In very large amwas proposed for te3-e-time
allo- plitude stars (VW4 Oph reaches an amm ~ o at
n ESO, in order to take advan- plitude of 0.5 mag in 6-light and Figtage of the €SO facilities and of the ure 1 show an example of the dramatic
considerably MEW
sky of La Silla. After changecs occurring over a short time
some observing runs devoted to a baseline) and the collection of larger and
search far variabitity in open clusters, longer datasets became a fixed step In
we monitored s o m faint stars with an the study of all the DSCT stars.
amplitude greater than 0.4 mag and
classifid as DSCT stars, Tf-ie obsenra- 2, A More Rigorous Approach
tions, carried out at the ESO 1-m teleAll this considered, the study of DSCT
scope, were planned to increase the
sample of stars for which Fourier para- stars constitutes a stimulating challenge
meters am available, but they led us to which requires not oniy a careflsl choice
the unpleasant discovery that a lot of the of the programme stars, but also the
stars classified as DGCT or SXPHE by &-up, of a powerfull method of frequenthe GCVS we actually eclipsing vnri- cy analysis, of an emr-minimizing obables (seeLebrgne et al., 1989 for the sewing promdure and the readiness to
case of CK Aqr). Remarkable excep- spend many nights at the telescope.

Table 1 :List of the LXSCT stars obs~wsdat Mmfe end B O . 'nFB number of m m m e r i k N
and the total length of !he mmitoring ars mktive to the pmgrmme star, whila the standerd
dsviatlon SD. & relatiwe ta I t s mparrIson stam.
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Elghf C
U of ~W74 Oph on
three close nlghts: the sr'rcng !=harps in the
shape are the largest in amplitud e w obsewed in a DSCT star. Ticks on the ve&imE
axis am sepamfed by 0.1113 mag.
Figwe I:
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Figure 2: W m deafing with a cbse doublef
of frequencb, aan inwiTfci8~rlength of the
ObServEng nm can lead to m un&@
peak
~ w e r p a n or
e ~to wmng &RtEficaHons (middle panel). fhe right p o w specbum is
shuwn in the upper pane/.

val (about 0.002 on the average) and
they allow us to reconstruct the light
c w e in a very faithful way, Imvtng no
ambiguity on the sense of
or on
the reality of small features: this is particularly important in view of the expected cnmpllcatsd light curves. If
necessaty, uvbyB magnitudes am cab
culated by oberving some standard
stars located m a r the variable star.
A fundamental point is to understand
the importance of an adequate resolution in order to perform an accurate
frequency analysis. To show it, we generated a synthetic dataset containing a
signal which is the sum of two smewaves with f 96.W c/d and f2 =6.10 c/d,
amplitude 0.020 mag and phase difference of 2.0 rad; no noise w a added.
The signal was sampled in time in the
same manner as the measurements of
HD 1011521 (see Table 2 in P o M for
further details). Then we performed a
frequency analysis on the basis of the
whole dataset (AT-13.7 dl, the first 7
nights (AT-7.2 d) and the first 4 nights
(AT-3.2 d). We used either a Fourier
Transform method or a least squares
method (for a comparlson between the
hnro methods, sea Antonello et al.,
1386): the results were the same and
they are shown in Figure& where the

How can the task be tackled? h e
past schedules indicated that the ESU
50-c;m telescope was more suitable
than the 1-rn telescope for ob#nriq
runs longer than a week.With respect to
the problems described above, the time
resolution offered by long observing
funs with a very performing instrument
such as the ESO 50-cm was an astronomical facility that it would have
been J l y not to exploit fully.
We therefore put in our obsmfng programme DSCT stars showing cycle-tucycle variations and, possibly, an amplitude larger than 0,05 mag In order to
have a better signal-to-noise ratio. In
Table 1 we report the list of DSCT stars
o b m e d at Merate and at ESO for
whilch at least a preliminary analysis is
available. The rnwsummnts were perf o m d in a dierentid manner, always
using two close comparison stars having the same 6 V (or b y) index as the
variable this procedure allows us to
minimize the errors introduced by
changes in the sky transparency, crucial
at the low height above sea level of
Merate Observatory, but of some impartance also at La Silta. For each uari&le star, the last column of Table 1 lists
the 8hndard deviations observed between the comparison stars. Generally,
the meesumments obtained In this way
are sepamted by a very short time inter-

figure 3: Graphical deswipffion ofthe fmuency identifffiatfam in the power specm of some of
the DSCT stars d i s m w d in the text. Note the dose doublet fwuencynear 7,4 cJd in the
a p e d m of X m.
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least squares power spectra farm was
preferred. In the upper power spectrum
the two peaks are separated and the
frequencies be. 6.00 d d and 6.10 d d )
are exactly identified; in the medium
panel the two peaks are separated. but
the taps occur at 5.98 c/d and 6.14 dd,
1.e. at wrong values; in the lower power
s p m m the two peaks we not resolved and instead one large peak
tentred at 6.04 C/d is visible. Even if
these discrepancies could be predicted
by evaluating the interaction af the main
peak corresponding to one periodicity
with the sidelobes related to the other,
they are a demonstration of the conspicuous gain in the handling of data
that is achieved by increasingthe length
~f an observing run.

3. Obserrational Results
For some of the stars listed in Table 1,
figure 3 summarizes the ldentiM frequencies with the respective amplitudes. The frequency spectra of HR
1225 and HR 547 display an abrupt
decrease between the first two (HR
1225) or three (HR 547) Righest amplitudea to the others, while 0' Eri representsthe most unfavourable case where
a rather high amplitude value (0,W mag)

-

Rsq.

lc/fil

is the sum of many small-amplitude
terms. In all these cases the colPected
meawrernents are not sufticienl to
solve wrnpletely the light curve (sinceat
least six frequencias are n-ty
to
reduca the r m residual to the level of
the observational error and they cannot
be dl determined unambiguously), but
together with uvbyA photometry they
furnish the possibility to discriminate
betwm radial and ncm-radial pulsation
modes (Poretti, 1989). The amplitude
spectrum of X Cw is similar to the previous ones: we observe a single dominant
fmuency and a group of t m s with an ~ g u r e4: A @bt w m of BII + 2'11867. his: Mmte measurements; w n circfes Em
amplitude f m 5 to 15 times smaller. In m e a s m m t s . Y7ks on Ule VertfcaI axis are separated by 803 mag.
spite of this, the high-precisdon measurements atlowed us to evidence nonlinear coupling t m and possible reso- cated lfght curve, such as SAO baseline of 10-1 5 nights can establkh
nanceeffects and a satisfactory solution 4710= HD 16439, I-fD 31819 and HD some experimental evidences in agree
with 8 sine-waves could be proposed 101158. This type of stars is the most rnent with the theoretical requests, as
(Mantegazza and Porettl, 1992). The suitable for single-site observations and testified by our activity.
For these reasons we look at the ESO
non-tinew coupling terms are also evi- perhaps for the study of variability in
dmcd in the frequency spectra of mode amplitudes. The double-mode policy in the near future with great
!30+2"1&67. Thanks to its equatorid sitars SAO 4710 and HD 37818 were wony. Even In the wse where the
position, thls star was also observed at observed at Merate and we note again *streamliningn of La Silla would not inMwate Observatory in a doublesite the presenceof a factor of 4-5 between volve a reduction of the efficiency of the
simultaneous carnpalgn which allowed the amplitude of the dominant frtqtoen- E50 facll#es, we are not able to flnd a
us to reduce the aliases at & I c/d and ey and the $econd tern. In the light scientific justification to the strong reto perfom a more accurate analysis. cuwe of HD 101158 (obsmed d €603 duction In the E50 photo-electric AFigure 4 shows one of the longest three pulsation modes can be identified stturnentation [after 1996 only the 1-m
strings of measurements: the multimode (Fig. 3). Our sdu8on is different from a telescope will be equipped part-time
pulsatio~lnature is evident These ob- previous one reported by Lampens and with a photometer; CrEstianl 1991). In
jects are a good example of Me dlfficul- Rufener (19W), but it fits thetr measure- wr opinion. the possibility to obtain a
ties inherent in the frequen~yanalysis of rnents satisfactorily. Thls fact ern- high time-mlutian is a requirement in
USCT stars. Howsver, lt was always phasizes the necessity of having light rnany ressarch fields and it is a facili
possible to search far periudicities c u ~ e with
s a good coverage at our dis- which should be rnlntained at the disdown to vary small amplitude values posal {as they result from a continuous p m l of the s~ientificcommunity since
and to give a satisfactory picture of the monitoring during the night described in it is bawd on the same attitude as the
modal content.
the previous section) bmause in this one that, for example, drives technologMulti-slte campaigns am oilen in- w e we can obtain a mlution only Iwv- ists to plan sophisticated instruments to
vokd to solve the most complicated ing the uncertainties related to the +, 1 improve spatial resolution of data anallight curves; this is undoubtedly right, d d alfas problem. The technique of ysts to develop software packages to
but our intensiveobservations of 44 Tau measuring a BSCT star once every better extract the signal from the noise.
show that single-site monitorings can 10-15 minutes generates datasets for
be very productive If they take full ad- which many solutions are possible, each
vantage of the greater availability of t e giving slightly dirent m s residuals.
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